A pediatric case of Ortner’s syndrome caused by heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension and review of the literature
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An 11-year-old male, who complained of hoarseness and fatigue on effort presented to our institution for evaluation. Left vocal cord paralysis and severe pulmonary hypertension was diagnosed. The patient had an enlarged pulmonary artery due to pulmonary hypertension which was responsible for compression to left vocal cord paralysis causing hoarseness. Ortner’s syndrome or cardiovocal syndrome is known as hoarseness due to left vocal cord paralysis secondary to cardiac pathologies. Although hoarseness of voice is frequently encountered in the otorhinolaryngology clinics, pulmonary hypertension related hoarseness is an unusual presentation in childhood.
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Hoarseness due to left recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) paralysis caused by identifiable cardiovascular disease has been described as Ortner’s syndrome or cardiovocal syndrome.¹⁻² This syndrome is a rare condition and to our knowledge only 80 patients have been presented in the literature as a thorough research in PubMed showed. Cardiovocal syndrome is common in older age, but can occur in children rarely. There are only seven pediatric cases in the literature.³⁻⁶ Herein, we reported a child, presented with hoarseness and fatigue on effort who diagnosed Ortner’s syndrome due to heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension (HPAH).

Case Report

An eleven year-old male patient who complained of hoarseness was admitted to the otorhinolaryngology department. Indirect laryngoscopy revealed a paralyzed left vocal fold without evidence of any anatomical lesion. He was referred to the pediatric cardiology department to evaluate dilated pulmonary artery segment on chest radiography (Fig. 1). The patient complained also of a history of fatigue with effort. On auscultation, the first heart sound and the pulmonary component of the second heart sound were loud. No murmur was detected. The other examinations including lung, musculoskeletal, neurologic, and abdominal systems were normal. The patient had no lymphadenopathy. Electrocardiogram revealed right axis deviation and right ventricular hypertrophy.

Fig. 1. Chest X-ray showed enlarged pulmonary artery segment (white arrow).
Echocardiography showed enlarged right heart chambers and pulmonary artery with an estimated RV (right ventricle) systolic pressure of 91 mm Hg. There was no structural heart disease to explain pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). The systemic venous Doppler and abdominal ultrasonography were normal.

On laboratory analyses, complete blood count and coagulation tests were normal. C-reactive protein, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, antinuclear antibodies, anti-ds DNA, antiparvovirus antibodies, CH50 complement, anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody and rheumatoid factor were within normal range. Pro-BNP level was 1561 pg/ml. The six-minute walk test (6MWT) was 260 meters. Functional capacity was class II according to New York Heart Association Classification.

A contrast enhanced computed tomography (CT) of the chest and neck depicted enlarged pulmonary arteries (Fig. 2). High resolution CT (HRCT) showed centrilobular translucent density of lung peripheral area and interlobular septal thickening (Fig. 3). Right heart catheterization revealed right atrium (RA) pressure of 8 mm Hg, mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) of 91 mm Hg, pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP) of 14 mm Hg, pulmonary vascular resistance index (PVRI) of 28.3 WU/m², and the ratio of pulmonary and systemic vascular resistance (PVR/SVR) ratio of 1. No other structural heart disease was shown in the catheter angiogram. p.R491W (c.1471C>T (heterozygous mutation) of bone morphogenetic protein receptor type 2 gene was detected. He was diagnosed as HPAH. The patient was started on PAH-specific therapy and he is on regular follow up. The hoarseness of voice has been resolved completely after 7 months with PAH-specific therapy.

A signed consent was obtained from the parents for publication.

Discussion
Ortner’s syndrome or the cardiovocal syndrome is the name originally given to paralysis of the left vocal cord in cases of mitral stenosis associated with a large left atrium and pulmonary artery dilation. In 1897, Norbert Ortner, Austrian physician described a series of three cases of mitral stenosis suffering from hoarseness of voice because of left recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy. He deduced that hoarseness was caused by compression of the left recurrent laryngeal nerve by the enlarged left atrium. In 1911, Fetterolf and Norris studied the anatomic relations of left recurrent laryngeal nerve in cadavers and concluded that the nerve must be squeezed

Fig. 2. Thoracic computed tomography signs of pulmonary arterial hypertension, pulmonary trunk (PT, 25 mm) and left pulmonary artery (PA, 20 mm) dilatation.

Fig. 3. High resolution computed tomography showed centrilobular translucent density, interlobular septal thickening and patchy frozen glass densities.
between the left pulmonary artery and the aorta or ligamentum arteriosum. Since then it has been encountered with other mediastinal structures causing mass effects and in many cardiac disorders; congenital heart diseases, Eisenmenger complex, mitral valve disorders, atrial myxoma, left ventricular and aortic aneurysms, primary pulmonary hypertension, recurrent pulmonary artery embolism, cor pulmonale and in iatrogenic conditions. It has been suggested that the nerve is compressed between an enlarged dilated pulmonary artery and the aorta.

There are only seven pediatric cases with Ortner’s syndrome secondary to structural heart diseases in the literature. Condon et al. presented two infants with significant underlying congenital heart disease (type 2 aortopulmonary window, ventricular septal defect, patent ductus arteriosus; large ventricular septal defect). After surgical repair of their congenital heart defect, both infants had normal vocal cord function. Robida et al. described cardiovocal syndrome in an infant with a double outlet of the right ventricle. Zaki et al. reported three infants, the first patient had non obstructive supracardiac TAPVC (total anomalous pulmonary venous connection), a moderate sized atrial defect, two small mid muscular ventricular septal defect, severe pulmonary hypertension, and severe dilatation of the pulmonary artery. The second patient had mitral atresia, VSD, PDA, ASD, and severe pulmonary hypertension. The third patient had double outlet right ventricle with mitral atresia, ASD and severe pulmonary hypertension. David et al. reported an infant who had unilateral right pulmonary artery agenesis and congenital cystic adenomatoid malformation of the right lung with Ortner’s syndrome. All the seven cases described above had moderate to severe pulmonary hypertension with dilated pulmonary artery. The dilated pulmonary artery caused compression of the left recurrent laryngeal nerve resulting in hoarseness of voice.

Cardiovocal syndrome caused by idiopathic pulmonary artery hypertension and dilated pulmonary trunk has also been described rarely in the literature. No structural heart disease that cause PAH were detected with transthoracic echocardiography and conventional angiography in our patient. Also, we ruled out other etiologic causes of pulmonary hypertension such as lung diseases, other diseases that may lead to pulmonary hypertension with multifactorial mechanisms, drugs/toxins and associated PAH causes. In the gene analysis, heterozygote mutation, p.R491W (c.l.471C>T of bone morphogenetic protein receptor type 2 gene was determined. A left vocal cord palsy, as well as HPAH was diagnosed, suggesting that pulmonary artery dilatation associated with HPAH led to left recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy. To the best of our knowledge, there is no pediatric case of cardiovocal syndrome or Ortner’s syndrome associated with hereditary PAH in the literature. The hoarseness of our patient has been resolved completely after 7 months with PAH therapy.

Hoarseness is not a common problem in pediatric clinical practice. Trauma, congenital anomaly, vocal cord paralysis, gastroesophageal reflux, mucosal lesion and infection could be the cause of etiologic factors. In cases with constant hoarseness, Ortner syndrome should be kept in mind, cardiac examinations should be performed to evaluate completely. This case suggests that HPAH should be suspected in any case in childhood with unexplained left vocal cord palsy.
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